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0. Introduction
Twistors have been introduced by Penrose [20] in order to apply complex geometry to Relativity. In general, twistors
allow to apply complex methods to an even dimensional real manifold P . Since no distinguished complex structure is given,
one considers the set of all (suitably compatible) complex structures on each tangent space of P . This gives rise to a ﬁbration
π : Z → P (twistor bundle), and the twistor space Z is an almost complex, in many cases even a complex manifold. If P is
an inner symmetric space of compact type, the twistor theory has been developed by Burstall and Rawnsley [7]: A twistor
space Z over P = G/K is an adjoint orbit of G which ﬁbres over P . The complex structure on Z is the natural one on adjoint
orbits.
Twistor theory has been successfully applied to harmonic maps from surfaces, particularly into complex Grassman-
nians. A smooth map h : M → P between Riemannian manifolds is called harmonic if it extremizes the energy E(h) =∫
M |dhx|2 dμ(x) for all compactly supported variations, or equivalently, if tr(∇dh) = 0. This notion is of particular interest if
M is a surface: Then E(h) depends only on the conformal class of the metric since the scalings of |dh|2 and dμ cancel each
other. Thus harmonicity is deﬁned for Riemann surfaces. This special case allows another extension to higher dimensions:
A map from a complex manifold is called pluriharmonic if its restriction to any complex one-dimensional submanifold is
harmonic. All we say on harmonic maps from surfaces applies to pluriharmonic maps as well (cf. [10]).
Using twistor theory one obtains harmonic maps from a Riemann surface M into an (inner) symmetric space P by
composing superhorizontal holomorphic maps from M into a twistor space Z over P (twistor lifts) with the twistor ﬁbration
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the differential of the twistor lift takes values in a certain distribution (cf. Section 2). In most cases this condition is not
easy to satisfy (see the examples in Section 4). Hence not too many explicit examples for this construction are known.
Unfortunately we do not get all harmonic maps from M into P in this way, but only a distinguished subclass: the isotropic
harmonic maps. These maps also have another characterization, namely their associated family is trivial (see Eschenburg
and Tribuzy [14,15]). For some Riemann surfaces M and some symmetric spaces P all harmonic maps are isotropic (cf.
[8,9,11]).
In the present article we start with a twistor space Z over a Hermitian symmetric space P of compact type. P arises
itself as a (very singular) adjoint orbit in the same Lie algebra g as Z . Hence the twistor ﬁbration is in this case a projection
between adjoint orbits in g. Our aim is to construct a third adjoint orbit Z ′ ⊂ g, which will be a twistor space over another
(not necessarily Hermitian) inner symmetric space P ′ , and a projection ρ : Z → Z ′ which is holomorphic and preserves the
superhorizontal distributions (Theorem 5). Consequently, if H : M → Z is holomorphic and superhorizontal (the twistor lift
of a harmonic map into P ), then ρ ◦ H is the twistor lift of the harmonic map π ′ ◦ ρ ◦ H : M → P ′ (Corollary 7).
Birational correspondences between twistor spaces have been ﬁrst observed by Bryant [4] and Lawson [19] for P = S4
and P ′ = CP2 and generalized to the case of two arbitrary quaternionic Kähler symmetric spaces with the same dimension
by Burstall [5]. Our construction is weaker since we cannot invert it. But this is the best we can hope for since Kobak [17]
has shown that there are no other nontrivial invertible correspondences between different twistor spaces.
1. Canonical elements
Canonical elements were introduced by Burstall and Rawnsley [7] to study the relation between adjoint orbits and
symmetric spaces. Their deﬁnition guarantees that every nonzero adjoint orbit is isomorphic to an adjoint orbit of canonical
elements. Canonical elements are the Lie theoretic core of twistor theory. This section leads to the algebraic key observation,
Theorem 4, we need for our main result (Theorem 5).
Since all simply connected inner symmetric spaces of compact type are products of irreducible ones we restrict our
attention to compact real simple Lie algebras g. For any χ ∈ g the linear endomorphism ad(χ) of g is skew-symmetric w.r.t.
the Cartan–Killing form of g. Thus ad(χ) has purely imaginary eigenvalues. Given a real number k, we denote by gχk the
k-eigenspace of 1i ad(χ), g
χ
k = {X ∈ gC; 1i ad(χ)X = kX}, where i =
√−1. For two linear subspaces q and r of g, we denote
by [q, r] the linear subspace of g spanned by the elements [X, Y ] with X ∈ q and Y ∈ r.
A nonzero element χ in a simple Lie algebra g satisfying
(C1) all eigenvalues of 1i ad(χ) are integers, and
(C2) gχ1 generates g
χ
k by iterative Lie brackets for all k > 0
is called a canonical element.
Since gχ−k = gχk we see that gχ−1 generates gχ−k (k > 0) by iterative Lie brackets. Hence (C1) and (C2) imply that the
spectrum of 1i ad(χ) is a set {−m,−m + 1, . . . ,−1,0,1, . . . ,m − 1,m} for some m ∈ N. Moreover gχ−1 ⊕ gχ1 generates gC as
a Lie algebra. The Jacobi identity yields [gχk ,gχl ] ⊆ gχk+l .
Burstall and Rawnsley [7, p. 42] gave an explicit description of canonical elements in g: Fix a Weyl chamber a+ in some
maximal Abelian subspace of g and let Δ = {α1, . . . ,αr} be the corresponding system of simple roots. Consider the dual
vectors {A1, . . . , Ar} of Δ deﬁned by α j(Ak) = iδ jk . Then any canonical element χ of g contained in the closure of a+ can
be written as
χ =
∑
j∈I
A j (1)
for some subset I of {1, . . . , r}. A description of the canonical elements in sun and son in terms of projectors can be found
[6, Appendix A].
Lemma 1. Let χ be a canonical element of g and k ∈ N2 . Then gχk = [gχ1 ,gχk−1].
Proof. This lemma is a direct consequence of the following equation: gχk = [gχ1 , [gχ1 , [. . . , [gχ1 ,gχ1 ] . . .]]] with gχ1 appearing
k-times. This equation is stated in [7, p. 42]. For completeness we will give a proof: One inclusion holds since [gχj ,gχl ] ⊆ gχj+l .
We now show the converse inclusion. By property (C2) we have gχ2 = [gχ1 ,gχ1 ]. Assume that our claim is true for all positive
integers l < k. Again by property (C2) an element X ∈ gχk is a sum of elements of the form [Xh, X j], h, j ∈ N>0, h + j = k
with Xh ∈ gχh and X j ∈ gχj . In view of the following Lemma 2, the induction hypothesis yields the claim. 
Lemma 2. Let g be a Lie algebra and h a linear subspace of g. Let A and B be expressions formed by nested Lie brackets of elements
of h. Then [A, B] can be written as a sum of iterated Lie brackets [X1, [X2, [. . . , [Xn−1, Xn] . . .]]] with X j ∈ h.
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and A2 are again expressions formed by nested Lie brackets of elements of h whose length is smaller than the length of A.
The Jacobi identity yields [A, B] = [[A1, A2], B] = [A1, [A2, B]] + [A2, [B, A1]]. Applying the same procedure iteratively to
A1 resp. A2 we get [A, B] = ∑mj=1[X j, B j] for some m ∈ N, X j ∈ h and expressions B j formed by nested Lie brackets of
elements of h, whose length is of 1 smaller than the length of [A, B]. Iterating the above scheme yields the claim. 
A simple Lie algebra g might contain particularly degenerate canonical elements ξ , namely those satisfying ad(ξ)3 =
−ad(ξ). Then the eigenvalues of 1i ad(ξ) are just ±1 and 0. We say that these canonical elements are of extrinsic symmetric
type, since their adjoint orbits are extrinsically symmetric (see Section 2). In the description (1), canonical elements of
extrinsic symmetric type are of the form ξ = A j , where the coeﬃcient of α j in the highest root of g is 1 (see [18]).
Every canonical element χ deﬁnes an involution τχ := ead(πχ) of g. We say that this involution is of extrinsic symmetric
type if τχ = τξ for some canonical element ξ of extrinsic symmetric type. We study this situation more closely: To keep
our notations easy, we denote by g± ⊂ gC the (±1)-eigenspace of 1i ad(ξ), by g0 its 0-eigenspace and we set gk := gχk .
The condition τχ = τξ implies that g2k ⊆ g0 for all k ∈ Z, in particular g0 ⊆ g0. Thus χ and ξ commute and are both
contained in a maximal Abelian subalgebra a of g. Let α : a → iR be a root of g corresponding to a with root space
gα = {X ∈ gC; ad(H)X = α(H)X for all H ∈ a}. The equation τχ = τξ implies moreover that 1i α(χ) is odd if and only if
1
i α(ξ) is ±1. Thus g2k+1 =
⊕
1
i α(χ)=2k+1 gα splits as a direct sum g2k+1 = g
+
2k+1 ⊕ g−2k+1 where g±2k+1 = g2k+1 ∩ g± . We set
η := 1
2
(χ + ξ) ∈ a. (2)
The above discussion shows that the spectrum of 1i ad(η) is integer and
g
η
k = g2k ⊕ g−2k+1 ⊕ g+2k−1. (3)
If 1 is not an eigenvalue of 1i ad(η) then η vanishes. Indeed, g
η
1 = {0} implies g2 = {0}. Hence 1i ad(χ) has only eigenvalues
±1 and 0 (cf. Lemma 1), i.e. χ is of extrinsic symmetric type. Moreover g+1 is also {0}. Thus g1 := gχ1 = gξ−1. Hence χ = −ξ
and η = 0.
Lemma 3. For k ∈ N2 we have gηk = [gη1 , gηk−1].
Proof. Since χ and ξ are canonical elements, Lemma 1, the Jacobi identity and Eq. (3) imply g+2k−1 = [g+1 ,g2k−2] ⊆
[gη1 ,gηk−1],
g−2k+1 = [g2k,g−1 ] =
[[g+2k−1,g−1 ],g−1
]+ [[g−2k−1,g+1 ],g−1
]
= [[[g2k−2,g+1 ],g−1
]
,g−1
]+ [[g−1 ,g+1 ],g−2k−1
]
⊆ [[[g−1 ,g+1 ],g2k−2
]
,g−1
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
⊆[[g2,g2k−2],g−1 ]
+ [[[g2k−2,g−1 ],g+1
]
,g−1
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
⊆[[g−2k−1,g+1 ],g−1 ]
+[g2,g−2k−1]
⊆ [[g2,g−1 ],g2k−2
]+ [[g−1 ,g2k−2],g2
]+ [[g−1 ,g+1 ],g−2k−1
]+ [g2,g−2k−1]
⊆ [g−3 ,g2k−2] + [g2,g−2k−1] ⊆ [gη1 ,gηk−1]
and
g2k = [g2k−1,g1] = [g−2k−1,g+1 ] + [g+2k−1,g−1 ]
= [g−2k−1,g+1 ] +
[[g2k−2,g+1 ],g−1
]
⊆ [g−2k−1,g+1 ] +
[[g2k−2,g−1 ],g+1
]+ [[g−1 ,g+1 ],g2k−2
]
= [g−2k−1,g+1 ] + [g2,g2k−2] ⊆ [gη1 ,gηk−1].
By Eq. (3) the claim follows. 
Lemma 3 implies that gη1 generates g
η
k for all k > 0 by iterative Lie brackets, thus:
Theorem 4. Let χ be a canonical element of g whose involution τχ is of extrinsic symmetric type. Let ξ be an element of extrinsic
symmetric type satisfying τχ = τξ . If η = 12 (χ + ξ) is nonzero, then η is canonical.
Recall that χ, ξ and η are contained in a maximal Abelian subspace a of g. Considering the roots of g corresponding
to a, the element η, if nonzero, is not more regular than χ , and not more singular than ξ , in the sense that η annihilates
not less roots than χ , but not more than ξ in total number.
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Let χ be a canonical element in a compact real simple Lie algebra g. Since χ deﬁnes an involution τχ = ead(πχ) of g,
it deﬁnes a simply connected irreducible symmetric space S of compact type; the one associated with the involutive Lie
algebra (g, τχ ) (see e.g. [7,15]). This symmetric space S is inner, i.e. the group G generated by its geodesic symmetries is
connected, and our initial Lie algebra g is the Lie algebra of G. Choose a point p ∈ S such that the Lie algebra of its isotropy
group Gp ⊂ G coincides with the ﬁx-space kχ of τχ . Since the centralizer Gχ of χ in G is connected, and since gχ0 is
contained in kχ , the centralizer Gχ is contained in Gp . This yields a G-equivariant ﬁbration:
π : Z = Ad(G)χ → S, Ad(g)χ → gp.
This map is called a twistor ﬁbration, and the adjoint orbit Z is called a twistor space over S (see [7]). There is a distinguished
G-invariant subdistribution H1 of the horizontal distribution of π , the so-called superhorizontal distribution. It is given by
H1
(
Ad(g)χ
)= Ad(g)((gχ1 ⊕ gχ−1) ∩ g
)
.
The importance of this subdistribution comes from the application of twistor theory to harmonic maps (see Section 3).
A smooth map into Z is said to be superhorizontal if its derivative takes values in H1. The adjoint orbit Z also carries a
natural complex structure induced by the identiﬁcation of Z = G/Gχ with GC/Qχ , where Qχ is the parabolic subgroup of
GC with Lie algebra qχ =⊕ j0 gχj . Thus the i-eigenspace of this complex structure at the point χ ∈ Z is
⊕
j>0 g
χ
j = (qχ )⊥
(see [1,7,15]).
We want to study more closely twistor ﬁbrations over those symmetric spaces P which admit a complex structure J
enjoying the following properties: P is Hermitian and J is invariant under all geodesic symmetries of P and hence parallel.
Symmetric spaces endowed with such a complex structure are called Hermitian symmetric spaces. In the next paragraph we
show that irreducible Hermitian symmetric spaces of compact type arise as adjoint orbits of canonical elements of extrinsic
symmetric type in simple Lie algebras, and vice-versa (see [16,18]). Thus, an adjoint orbit Z of a canonical element χ ∈ g is
a twistor space over a Hermitian symmetric space if and only if the involution τχ is of extrinsic symmetric type.
Let (P , J ) be an irreducible Hermitian symmetric space of compact type. Let g be the Lie algebra of the group G which
is generated by all geodesic symmetries of P , and let sp be the geodesic symmetry of P at p ∈ P . We identify T p P with
the (−1)-eigenspace p of Ad(sp) by the differential of the projection G → P , g → gp at the identity. The extension of the
complex structure J p : p → p at p to a linear map of g by setting J p = 0 on the 1-eigenspace of Ad(sp) yields a derivation
of g. Since g is simple all derivations of g are inner, and our extended J p can be considered as an element of g acting on
g by the adjoint representation. This yields a map ι : P → g, p → J p . By construction ad( J p) has eigenvalues ±i and 0, so
that J p ∈ g is a canonical element of extrinsic symmetric type. Since J is G-invariant, the image of ι is the adjoint orbit
Z P = Ad(G) Jo , where o is some chosen base point in P . The space Z P is itself Hermitian symmetric. In fact, since J p ,
p ∈ P is a canonical element of extrinsic symmetric type Z P is an extrinsically symmetric submanifold of g (see [16]). This
means that Z P is preserved by the orthogonal reﬂections (w.r.t. the Cartan–Killing form κ on g) at all its normal spaces.
The orthogonal reﬂection along the normal space at J p is the involution τ J p = ead(π J p) . Its restriction to Z P is the geodesic
symmetry of Z P (endowed with the metric induced by −κ ) at the point J p . The natural complex structure of Z P at J p ∈ Z P
is ad( J p) restricted to T J p Z P ∼= (g J p1 ⊕ g
J p
−1) ∩ g. This shows that the geodesic symmetries of Z P are holomorphic. Hence Z P
is a Hermitian symmetric space. Now ι : P → Z P is a covering map. But since both P and Z P are simply connected (because
all Hermitian symmetric spaces of compact type are simply connected), ι is bijective and hence an embedding of P into g,
called the standard embedding of P . Notice that we have shown the converse, too: Every adjoint orbit of a canonical element
of extrinsic symmetric type in a simple Lie algebra is an (irreducible) Hermitian symmetric space of compact type.
Let π : Z = Ad(G)χ → S be a twistor ﬁbration. Assume that S = P carries a complex structure J as above. Then, using
the standard embedding ι of P into g, we can consider π as a ﬁbration between adjoint orbits
π : Z → P ∼= Ad(G)ξ, Ad(g)χ → Ad(g)ξ
with ξ = ι(π(χ)). If χ = −ξ we get a canonical element η = 12 (χ + ξ) in the simple Lie algebra g (Theorem 4). As the
group G generated by all geodesic symmetries of P is connected, the same holds true for the centralizer Gη of η. Since g
χ
0
is contained in gη0 we get a G-equivariant ﬁbration
ρ : Z → Z ′ = Ad(G)η, Ad(g)χ → Ad(g)η.
The (complexiﬁed) differential of ρ at χ ,
dρ|χ : Tχ Z ∼= Image
(
ad(χ)
)→ Tη Z ′ ∼= Image
(
ad(η)
)
, ad(χ)X → ad(η)X,
is an appropriate multiple of the identity on gχ2k (k = 0), g+2k+1 and g−2k+1, and it vanishes only on g−1 ⊕ g+−1. We notice
that the image of gχj , j > 0, is contained in
⊕
k>0 g
η
k and the image of g
χ
j , j < 0, lies in
⊕
k<0 g
η
k (Eq. (3)). Thus the ﬁbra-
tion ρ is holomorphic. Moreover, we see that dρC|χ maps gχ1 ⊕ gχ−1 into gη1 ⊕ gη−1. Hence ρ preserves the superhorizontal
distributions. Thus we get our main result:
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vectors onto superhorizontal vectors.
Remark 6. Since τξ = τ−ξ , our construction works equally well if we replace ξ by −ξ (one should exclude η = 0, of course).
One might interpret this as changing the sign of the complex structure on P .
3. Isotropic harmonic maps
We now apply Theorem 5 to the construction of isotropic harmonic maps (cf. Introduction, see [14,15]): Let h be a (full)
isotropic harmonic map from a Riemann surface M into a standardly embedded irreducible Hermitian symmetric space
P ⊂ g of compact type. This means that there is a suitable twistor bundle π : Z → P and a holomorphic superhorizontal
map H : M → Z = Ad(G)χ (twistor lift of h) satisfying π ◦ H = h. To avoid η = 0, we assume that h is not antiholomorphic.
Using the notations of Section 2 we consider the map
F := ρ ◦ H = 1
2
(H + h) : M → Z ′ = Ad(G)η.
Since the twistor lift H and our ﬁbration ρ : Z → Z ′ are holomorphic, the same holds true for F . Moreover F is super-
horizontal, because H is superhorizontal and ρ preserves the superhorizontal distributions by Theorem 5. Let now S ′ be
the simply connected inner symmetric space associated with the involuting Lie algebra (g, τη). Choosing a twistor ﬁbration
π ′ : Z ′ → S ′ we get:
Corollary 7. The map f = π ′ ◦ F : M → S ′ is isotropic harmonic.
The construction of f is summarized in the following commutative diagram:
Z
π
ρ
Z ′
π ′
P M
h
H
F
f S
′
(4)
If h is holomorphic, the situation is trivial: S ′ = P and f = h.
Our above procedure is inspired by a construction which originally goes back to Bonnet [3]. Bonnet’s construction re-
covers surfaces of nonzero constant mean curvature (cmc) from their harmonic Gauss maps. Referring to works of Sym,
Bobenko [2] gave a more explicit construction in terms of 1-parameter families in the early 1990s. Given a harmonic map
h into the 2-sphere P = S2 in R3, Bonnet and Bobenko constructed a map H into R3 such that (under nondegeneracy
assumptions) H + h is a conformal cmc immersion with Gauss map h. This construction allows a generalization to higher
dimensions and codimensions, replacing the 2-sphere by standardly embedded Hermitian symmetric spaces P of compact
type (see [13]). Generally the maps H given in [13] (generalizing those of Bonnet and Bobenko) do not take values in ad-
joint orbits. Our construction deals precisely with the particular case of the generalization where h is isotropic. This case
is only interesting for higher dimensional Hermitian symmetric spaces P because for P = S2 isotropic harmonic implies
(anti)holomorphic.
4. Examples
We now want to give a nontrivial example for our construction. The easiest examples are obtained in the complex
Grassmannians, but our construction does not give anything new in this case. Hence we start with harmonic maps to
another Hermitian symmetric space, the Grassmannian of oriented real 2-planes, P = G+2 (Rn) = SOn/(SO2 × SOn−2), which
can be viewed as the complex quadric in CPn−1. The construction of these harmonic maps goes back to P.Z. Kobak and was
communicated to me by J.-H. Eschenburg.
We equip Cn with the nondegenerate bilinear inner product 〈x, y〉 =∑ x j y j and the standard Hermitian form (x, y) =
〈x, y〉. The twistor space Z we use consists of all complex ﬂags W of the form
0 ⊂ W1 ⊂ W2 ⊂ W2⊥ ⊂ W1⊥ ⊂ Cn
where dim(W1) = 1 and dim(W2) = 2, and the superscript ⊥ here always indicates the orthogonal complement w.r.t. ( , ).
The twistor ﬁbration π : Z → P assigns to a ﬂag W ∈ Z the real 2-plane (L + L¯) ∩ Rn , where L = W2  W1 is the ( , )-
orthogonal complement of W1 in W2 (cf. [6, Proposition A2]). Let M ⊂ C be a suitable open domain. A holomorphic map
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(such that c and c′ are collinear only on a discrete subset of M) satisfying
〈c, c〉 = 0 = 〈c′, c′〉 (5)
(this can be obtained by solving a complex ODE). Let us consider the map H : M → Z assigning to z ∈ M the ﬂag given by
W1 = spanC
(
c(z)
)
, W2 = spanC
(
c(z), c′(z)
)
.
This map is by construction holomorphic, and the superhorizontality condition is satisﬁed since 〈c′, c〉, 〈c′′, c〉 and 〈c′, c′′〉
vanish, due to (5). We now can describe the harmonic map h = π ◦ H : M → P : it assigns to z ∈ M the real 2-plane spanned
by the real and the imaginary part of c′⊥(z), the component of c′(z) which is ( , )-orthogonal to c(z).
Choosing appropriately the canonical elements χ and ξ in son with adjoint orbits Z and P (see [6, Appendix A]), the
twistor space Z ′ we get from our construction consists of all complex ﬂags of the form
0 ⊂ V ⊂ V⊥ ⊂ Cn,
where the dimension of V is 2. The twistor ﬁbration π ′ : Z ′ → S ′ = G+4 (Rn) maps a ﬂag deﬁned by V onto (V + V )∩Rn (cf.
[6, Proposition A2]). Our projection ρ : Z → Z ′ maps the ﬂag 0 ⊂ W1 ⊂ W2 ⊂ W2⊥ ⊂ W1⊥ ⊂ Cn onto 0⊂ W2 ⊂ W2⊥ ⊂ Cn .
Thus the harmonic map f : M → G+4 (Rn) from diagram (4) assigns to z ∈ M the real subspace spanned by the real and the
imaginary parts of c(z) and c′⊥(z).
If we replace in our construction the element ξ (chosen above) by −ξ , as suggested in Remark 6, we get another twistor
space Z ′− formed by all complex ﬂags
0 ⊂ U ⊂ U⊥ ⊂ Cn,
with dim(U ) = 1. This space can be seen as the set of all 1-dimensional isotropic complex subspaces in Cn , which is
isomorphic to G+2 Rn . Therefore we have a trivial twistor ﬁbration. Our projection ρ− : Z → Z ′− maps the ﬂag 0 ⊂ W1 ⊂
W2 ⊂ W2⊥ ⊂ W1⊥ ⊂ Cn onto 0 ⊂ W1 ⊂ W1⊥ ⊂ Cn . Hence the harmonic map f− : M → G+2 (Rn) obtained from diagram (4)
is holomorphic and maps z ∈ M onto the real 2-plane spanned by the real and the imaginary part of c(z). Thus f can be
seen as the direct sum of h and f− in terms of 2-planes in Rn .
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